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A new approach needed 
All vocabulary tests that could be found consisted of 
words in one subject area. No test has been found which has 
attempted to sample vocabulary in many different broad fields, 
as the present one seeks to do. The previous tests included 
only a small segment of the vocabulary of intermediate school 
children and were primarily concerned with the curriculum 
subjects. None of them included Aesthetics or Recreation. 
Also, none of the tests integrated all areas of the curriculum, 
as well as the above two categories, into one comprehensive test. 
"The lack of research is the direct result of the general 
lag in the development of adequate understandings and meanings." 1 
It is important to discover a child's entire vocabulary--
listening, recreational and curriculum. None of the tests did 
all of this. To ascertain the child's entire vocabulary knowledge, 
the present test will require that the teacher pronounce each word 
oral l y to the students. This is to eliminate the reading aspect 
and mak e it a test of oral comprehension. 
At the beginning of each section of the test, ten key 
words will be listed with corresponding numbers. Below these wil l 
be a series of words with parentheses next to them. The student 
is to match the key words with the correct word on the list by 
1N. J. Glennon, Testing Meanings in Arithmetic, Supple-
mentary Educational Monograph, Number 70 (Chicago, Illinois: 
University of Chicago Press, 1940), pp. 64-74. 
8 
than any other single characteristic which the Human En-
gineerinr Laboratories have been able to isolate and 
measure. 
"Among intermediate children in the grades the hearing 
vocabulary is probably the largest, followed in descending order 
by reading vocabulary, spelling vocabulary, and writing vocabu-
lary. " 2 Difficulties arise in the intermediate grades when the 
load of vocabulary becomes immense. Because of the abstract 
quality involved, children who have succeeded well in school up 
to this point, often encounter difficulty. 
Mammouth explains it this way: "Vocabulary difficulties 
are real and are always. They hinder the pupils in their 
understanding of the full import of the problems to be solved." 3 
In the course of a day, an intermediate school child 
meets vocabulary everywhere. Aside from his reading, he listens 
to his parents and teachers, as well as his peers. If he has 
had no experience with the vocabulary involved, he will lose the 
basic ideas developed. "The number of words to be met by the 
child in any of the intermediate grades is apparently almost 
limitless, while his power of learning words is definitely 
1J. O'Connor, "Vocabulary Success," Atlantic Monthly, 
CLIII (February, 1934), pp. 160-166. 
2Donald Durrell and Helen Sullivan, "Vocabulary In-
struction in the Intermediate Grades with Word Lists for Grades 
Four, Five, and Six," Elementary English Review, XV (1938), pp. 
146-147. 
3R. A. Mammouth, A. E. Isbell, H. B. Jenkins, and C. E. 
Pieters, "Vocabulary Difficulties," Educational Research Bulletin, 
III (October, 1924), pp. 279-281. 
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limited to a small fraction of this total."l 
The teacher must cope with the child's "never-constant" 
vocabulary. It is changing all the time; as modern inventions 
and discoveries, like television and radio, expand. "As the 
direct experience increases ..• the vocabulary connected with 
it does also, since new things and new aspects of familiar 
things are nearly always associated with the words which serve 
as their labels." 2 
"A long time ago it was pointed out that one cannot make 
bricks without straw, neither can a pupil learn arithmetic," or 
any other subject, "without words--especially without those words 
th t th t 1 f t II 3 a e x press e cen ra core o concep s • • . 
For this reason, Cole ranks vocabulary as one of the 
prime subjects to be taught. If one had to choose the most im-
portant goal to be achieved in school, she feels that vocabulary 
. 4 
would have to head the l~st. 
This thesis is also developed by Earley: 
Learning experiences which are unidentified or unnamed lose 
much of their value and significance and, indeed intelligent 
1Donald Durrell, Improvement of Basic Readinq Abilities 
(Yonkers-On-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1940), p. 355. 
2
william Dolch, The Psychology and Teaching of Reading 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1931), p. 140. 
3Luella Cole, Psychology of the Elementary School 
Subjects (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1934), p. 47. 
4L. J. Breukner, Educational Diagnosis, Thirty-fourth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part II (Bloomington, Ill.: Public School Publishing Company, 
1935), pp. 269-302. 
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reading, writing, and conversation would be impossible 
without the use of meaningful words. The use of "verba-
lisms," or empty words, is evidence of unsatisfactory 
learning or teaching. 1 
In the light of these results, it is suggested that 
teachers: 
give much more emphasis to teaching through understandings 
of the technical terms involved, for the vocabulary consti-
tutes not only the means of communication, but it is also 
very largely the medium of thinking and of problem-solving 
in this area. 2 · 
Ways of Increasing Vocabulary 
Characteristic patterns of thought in a particular culture 
affect the nature of the language that evolves and the 
language, in turn, patterns and limits the type of thinking 
in which individual members of the culture engage . • . 
The teacher had the responsibility to keep the process of 
verbal concepts active in order that learning may be maxi-
mized thereby.3 
To increase a child's learning of vocabulary, it is 
necessary to make him aware of his surroundings. Nature, colors, 
climate--everything stimulates learning. This exposure to many 
situations is essential for motivation and for understanding. 
"Cognitive learning," when the teacher provides an active 
process through which the young children can increase their under-
standing of complex concepts, takes time. Arriving at an under-
1Early, op. cit., p. 7. 
2E. Eagle, "The Relationship of Certain Reading Abilities 
to Success in Mathematics," Mathematics, XLV (March, 1952), pp. 
187-192. 
3R. s. Sutton, "Words Versus Concepts," Education, 
LXXXIII (May, 1963}, pp. 537-40. 
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standing independently makes an idea more real to a youngster. 
But, it must be done under the guidance of an experienced person. 
A teacher should realize that a child has learned a 
variety of concepts before, but that many understandings have 
yet to be acquired. Building upon previous experiences makes 
new ideas more real and easier to comprehend. 
Comprehension must be differentiated from verbalism, 
where the child expresses words which are meaningless to him. 
To fullyunderstand a word and make it his own, a child must know 
more than how to define it. He must understand the concept; the 
entire spectrum of the word. Defining is not enough. More often 
than not, a child can verbalize a meaning without any understand-
ing of the deeper idea involved. 
In comprehending the spoken word, a child is required to 
associate one word with another and obtain 'the meaning from the 
context. If he stopped to define every word of which he was un-
sure, he would misunderstand more than he would understand. 
There is a place in the classroom for definitions. How-
ever, unless the definitions are meaningful, the child will be 
unable to make the word his own. For this reason, "it would 
appear that testing vocabulary knowledge by means of definition--
either recognition or recall--is neither necessary or desirable:~ 
Vocabulary plays an important part in a child 1 s life. 
1 •t Seegers, op. c1 ., pp. 157-166. 
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It is significant that with reference to both testing and 
development, increasing attention is paid to area and 
depth of meaning, not simply to single or isolated meanings. 
Experience, environment, and early stimulation upon the use 
of language, in general, and the development of vocabulary 
in particular, effect the child's progress in school. If, 
through concrete experience or other suitable stimuli, 
children are encouraged in or made to feel the need of ex-
pression, they will use words intelligently. 1 
Cunningham, has a three point system for teaching vocabu-
lary in the schools: 
1. Adoption of the principles of self-activity in learn-
ing. 
2. Setting up of individualized procedures. 
3. Provision of genuine motivation through worthwhile in-
school activities. 2 
It is very necessary that vocabulary be emphasized in the 
classroom. Even if educators disagree on the method used, the 
goal should be the same. Some feel that direct teaching is es-
sential, whereas others feel that more informal procedures are 
3 
desirable. 
Any effective language program in the elementary school has 
two basic aspects; the ideas that the children wish to express, 
and the techniques and skills that facilitate expression of 
those ideas. • . • To do a complete job of language in-
struction the teacher must both provide rich experiences that 
1
sutton, op. cit., pp. 537-40. 
2R. A. Cunningham, "A Vocabulary Enlargement in the Inter-
mediate Grades," Elementary English Re'!iew, XI (May, 1934}, pp. 
130-132. 
3National Council of Teachers of English, The _English 
Language Arts in the Secondary School, prepared by the Commission 
on the English Curriculum (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Inc., 1956), pp. 22-26. 
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will stimulate thinking and give training that will improve 
the techniques and skills of communication. 1 
Teachers should provide concrete experiences in the 
classroom. Whenever a child is at a loss for a word, the 
teacher should insert an appropriate one. In this way the child 
becomes aware of new words, or new contexts for familiar ones. 2 
However, before the teacher can increase her students' 
knowledge, she must "broaden her own powers of expression in 
order to guide children in observation, appreciation, and ability 
3 
to express themselves." 
Concepts are the goal all teachers should be seeking. A 
word in itself is unimportant without the ideas behind it. "A 
vocabulary is a tool which the mind uses in propounding problems, 
4 in making decisions, and in passing judgements." 
Increasing vocabulary is a very challenging task for any 
teacher. Morris states that vocabulary is nothing without the 
understanding of the concepts which make the word useable. "We 
must build up a multiplicity of associations with that word. We 
1Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades (New 
York: World Book Company, 1951), p. 36. 
2
norothy Brown and Marguerite Butterfield, The Meaning 
of Language in the Primary Grades (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1941), pp. 100-106. 
3 . 
Clarissa Taylor, "Helping Children Learn to Write," 
Childhood Education, XXVI (November, 1949), p. 105. 
4Herman o. Makey, "Not the Sauce," The English Journal, 
XLI (May, 1952), p. 254. 
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l 
must create an idea for which that word must stand 
Another s~okesman, Zahner, also feels this way: 
Holding fast the connections between words and the realities 
of ex~erience is the essence of all use and understanding of 
language, its uses in thinking, in writing, in s~eaking; its 
understanding in reading, and in listening.2 
It is essential that the student be com~letely relaxed 
before learning can take ~lace. "First of all we must ~ut the 
student at ease. Most of our youngsters are ill at ease with 
their native language and they use English ineffectively and 
3 badly because of discomfort rising out of fear." 
No antise~tically administered ~rogram of vocabulary de-
velo~ment will succeed by its own momentum. What is needed 
is a consuming student interest in ·words for themselves, and 
interest fed by the exam~le of the genuine excitement of 
teachers over the variety, the flexibility and unpredictable 
nature of our language. 4 
Listening to stories and ~oems told or read has long been 
advocated as a means of increasing the child's vocabulary. 
Sound movies from which children learn the least were those 
with long sentences, and a heavy vocabulary burden. 5 
McKee includes many of the above ideas in his list of 
1charles Morris, "Clearing the Channel of Communication 
to Classics, English Journal, XXXV (A~ril, 1946), p~. 210. 
2Louis Zahner, "Composition at the Barricades," Atlantic, 
CCIV (November, 1959), p~. 115-116. 
3Edwin Sauer, English in the Secondary School (New York:Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1961), p. 13. 
4 L. C. Deighton, "Develo~ing Vocabulary; Another Look at 
the Problem," English Journal, XLIX (February, 1960), ~- 88. 
5Althea Beery, "Interrelationship between Listening and 
Other Language Arts Areas," Elementary English, XXXI (March, 1934), 
pp. 164-172. 
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suggestions for helping a pupil add words to his vocabulary. 
l. Provide the pupil with direct experience in which 
the given word is used. 
2. Use the new word in talking with the pupil, making 
sure the meaning is clear. 
3. Tell or read stories in which the new word is used. 
4. Provide opportuni~ies for the child to use the new 
word in conversation groups, oral reports, stories, 
5. Encourage the pupil to use the new word in his talk-
ing.1 
In summation, it should be remembered that communication 
is the only purpose in teaching vocabulary. By encouraging 
children to open their eyes, look around at the world, and report 
on their experiences in detail, the teacher is helping the child 
discover the importance of a rich vocabulary. And, by building 
on the child's direct experience, she is making the new vocabu-
lary more meaningful. 
Each child must be helped to understand that a colorful 
vocabulary aids him in speaking fluently and more exactly. "They 
must also learn that if their meanings are to be communicated 
effectively the words they use must be clearly understood by 
themselves, as well as by those to whom they are talking or 
2 
writing." 
1 Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1948), p. 167. 
2Harry A. Greene and Walter T. 
Arts in the Elementary School (Boston: 
1959), pp. 175-178. 
Petty, Developing Language 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 
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Ways of Evaluating Vocabulary 
Measurement has been with us ever since the time of the 
caveman. As rudimentary as it was, man must have made some type 
of appraisal of his fellow neighbors. Maybe as "Og," the cave-
man, watched "Zog" walk by, he concluded that the latter was 
"Big, Strong," and better "keep out of way"; or, observed "Wog" 
eating his supper and decided he was "Small, Weak, take dinner." 
Although very crude, these were appraisals. 1 
Testing haschanged tremendously since that time. From 
the 1850's when the United States relied heavily on oral examina-
tions, we have moved to essay examinations, and on to the 1900's 
and mental age and/or grade standards. One of the tests noted 
for this is the Standford-Binet. Although first concerned with 
maladjusted individuals in France, Binet and his associates 
finally developed a "series of intellectual tasks that ultimately 
goes into the whole array of measures of intelligence." 2 
Many psychologists feel that vocabulary is the best pre-
dieter of intelligence, and therefore begin testing with the vo-
cabulary section of the Binet. "In using the 1937 Stanaford 
Binet, it would appear that the vocabulary score is a good approxi-
mation of the total Mental Age, as well as an adequate device 
1Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, Measurement and 
Evaluation in Psychology and Education (2d ed.; New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1961), p. l. 
2Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Standford-Binet In-
telligence Scale, Manual for the Third Revision, Form L-M (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960). 
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1 for establishing a Basal Age." The same is true, it appears, 
of the 1960 revision. 
In testing, we should keep three points in mind. First, 
tests should guide educators to action. By this is meant that 
"sound decisions should be made from relevant knowledge."2 In 
vocabulary this means the teacher should know where each child 
stands on the continuum of abstraction. Then, with the knowledge 
from a given test, the child can be helped by the teacher. It 
may also give the teacher a crude appraisal of the child's 
overall ability. 3 
Secondly, in testing, it is important to use the correct 
measurement tool to assess an individual. Thus, it would be 
useless to obtain information on height and weight if the purpose 
is to assess reading ability. Giving a child a general reading 
test to assess vocabulary difficulties also seems to be of little 
value. It is important to decide what is to be measured and what 
tests will best serve the purpose. 
Thirdly, the precision of a testing instrument is of 
great value. To evaluate precision, norms, as well as reliability 
and validity, should be studied. The most widely used vocabulary 
1Tborndike, op. cit., p. 1. 
2Ibid. 
3Allen L. Edwards, Statistical Methods for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1960), 
pp . 472-476. 
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tests include this information. The following is an evaluation 
of some currently used vocabulary tests and their value to the 
teacher. 
l 
One is the Diagnostic Reading Scale. It was devised 
in 1947 and continually revised up to 1963. It is for children 
in kindergarten to grade twelve. The section on vocabulary 
contains five scores: English, Mathematics, Science, Social 
Studies, and Art. These subscores would be very helpful to the 
teacher in evaluating curriculum vocabulary. No reliability or 
validity data were included. 
Johnson O'Connor and others' English Vocabulary Work-
samples, 2 for ages nine to fourteen, was devised in 1934 and 
revised in 1962. Its Word Clue Test, for grades five and over, 
was devised in 1962. It assesses functional vocabulary. Al-
though data on reliability and validity are not included, this 
test would be useful in evaluating the child's understanding of 
vocabulary directly related to skills learned. 
3 In the Kansas Vocabulary Test, the norms were well 
chosen; but, the reliability was questioned by Buros because of 
1George D. Spache, Diagnostic Reading Scales (California; 
Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1963). 
2Johnson O'Connor, et al.,English Vocabulary Work Sample 
(Human Engineering Laboratory, Inc., 1962). 
3H. E. Schrammel, 0. M. Rasmussen, Anna Herbert, and 
Donald Tate, Kansas Vocabulary Test, Bureau of Measurement 
(Emporia: Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, 1940). 
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too few items measured in the space of time given. The relia-
bility coefficient is .90. This test consists of 85 multiple 
choice items which the student must match with their synonyms. 
The words are presented in a phrase or sentence, which in itself 
makes the test valuable for context clue evaluation. This is 
also very important for the age level appraised--grades four to 
eight. 
l 
The Vocabulary Test: National Achievement Tests consists 
of 50 vocabulary exercises for grades three to eight. The student 
is required to match a word with a synonym, as in the Kansas 
Vocabulary Test. The base word is more difficult than the syno-
nym, which forces the child to use his skill in detecting context 
clues. There were reliable norms. A coefficient of reliability 
of .94 was compiled. 
Another very interesting test is the Botel Reading In-
2 
ventory for grades one to twelve. Written in 1961, its section 
on "Word Opposite Tests" deserves recognition. It is designed 
to estimate word comprehension. At each level, ten multiple choice 
items are given. Each item consists of four or five words which 
the child is to match with its antonym. This may be given as a 
1 Robert K. Speer and Samuel Smith, Vocabulary T~st: 
National Achievement Tests (Rockville Center, N.Y.: Acorn Pub-
lishing Company, 1943) . 
2 Morton Botel, in cooperation with Cora L. Holsclaw and 
Gloria c. Cammarota, Botel Reading Inventory (Chicago: Follett 
Publishing Company, 1961). 
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listening test to estimate potential for achievement. It is 
a unique, although difficult, method of evaluating vocabulary. 
There wereno data on reliability or validity. 
Four well known achievement tests which include good vo-
cabulary sections are: 
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 
Metropolitan Achievement Test 
California Achievement Tests 
Standford Achievement Test 
All four of these tests provide for the appraisal of word 
knowledge; but they vary as to the degree to which the vocabulary 
score is kept apart from individuals• total score. 
l 
The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills ranges from grades three 
to nine. The battery, which is in a single bound booklet, yields 
fifteen scores. It measures those skills necessary for general 
achievement in school. Reliabilities are high, and norms are 
provided for the beginning, middle, and end-of-the-year testing. 
It yields a separate vocabulary score. There is no provision 
for including this score with reading for comparison of diffi-
culties in reading. 
2 
The Metropolitan Achievement Test measures skills 
1E. F. Linquist and A. N. Hieronymus, Iowa Tests of Basic 
Skills (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1955-56). 
2J. S. Orleans (ed.), Metropolitan Achievement Test 
(New York: World Book Company, 1937) • 
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effective for achievement in school, such as vocabulary, read-
ing, and arithmetic. The norms and reliabilities are adequate. 
Just as in the Iowa, it provides a separate vocabulary score 
which has no relation to the reading score. 
l 
The Californi~ Achievement Tests are survey tests of 
Reading, Language, and Arithmetic. Standardization and norms 
have been improved since the 1950 edition. Although a wide 
sampling of educational objectives are attempted, the items are 
limited. Reliabilities are satisfactory. It provides a separate 
word knowledge score, but also provides for combining this with 
paragraph reading in a total reading score. 
2 
The Standford Achievement Test also measures Reading, 
Language, and Arithmetic. Reliabilities are good, and the items 
are well constructed. The content areas are more factual in 
nature than the other three tests mentioned. It, with the 
California, provides a separate vocabulary score, along with a 
combination score for reading and vocabulary. 
The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, the Metropolitan Ac~ieve-
ment Test, the California Achievement Tests, and the Standford 
Achievement Test are all very useful in evaluating children's 
l Ernest W. Tiegs and Ernest W. Clark, California Achieve-
ment Tests (Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1933-54). 
2Truman Kelley, Richard Madden, Eric Gardner, and Giles 
M. Roch, Standford Achievement Test (New York: World Book 
Company, 1937). 
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vocabulary, as related to the curriculum. They are carefully 
constructed and include a broad range of words. Few words, 
though, are related to the outside activities of the children. 
If the teacher wants to measure vocabulary progress and 
achievement, either of the four tests are suitable. But, if the 
objective is to diagnose how much a vocabulary score contributes 
to a poor reading score, only the California and Standford 
Achievement Tests give this information. 
It should go without saying that one of the objectives 
of any language program should be evaluating the results. The 
tests that have been described can be used either before vocabu-
lary has been taught to diagnose the children's level, or after 
teaching to appraise the results. Evaluating the results of a 
vocabulary program should help the teacher determine the effective-
ness of her program and the reaching of her goals. 
It is believed that there is a dearth of vocabulary 
measurement techniques for use in the classroom that are not de-
pendent upon reading. This is inexcusable when one realizes that 
measurement and evaluation appear in all phases of the curriculum 
as aids in methods of teaching. 
If a teacher gives her students a pretest to determine 
the mastery level of her class in vocabulary, she will waste less 
time in the classroom teaching unnecessary information. From the 
pretest, she should obtain the words or area of words in which the 
23 
class is weak. She would then teach this. A re-test should be 
completed to re-evaluate the students and to determine the 
1 
necessity for re-teaching any misunderstood information. 
Besides the standardized tests, the teacher can use many 
other devices. "Inventory and Appraisal charts, class and indi-
vidual standards, score card~, and merit scales, as well as oral 
questions and essay tests, which include children's compositions" 
should be used in the a.ppraisal of the individuals' progress in 
word knowledge. A single device would be valueless. Evaluation 
with subjective, as well as objective, analytical instruments 
for measuring vocabulary, make classroom teaching more effective. 2 
1Greene and Petty, op. cit., p. 431. 
2Ibid., p. 4 22. 
CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF TEST 
Analysis of Research 
Cunningham developed the idea that vocabulary must be 
taught in the classroom. 1 He feels that many school failures 
could have been prevented "had the teacher of the intermediate 
grades used teaching procedures which placed due emphasis upon 
words and their relationship to content materials." 2 He stressed 
the importance of vocabulary and its relationship to achievement. 
Without a well developed vocabulary, Cunningham feels a child 
cannot do well in school. Vocabulary, he continued, is the 
major subject i n school, especially in the intermediate grades. 
He then emphasized that varied methods should be undertaken in 
the classroom in this area to help children experience words, so 
3 
as to understand the underlying concepts. 
4 Cunningham•s study led the author to Earley•s thesis. 
Earley discussed the same ideas and reinforced the idea of the 
1cunningham, op. cit., pp. 1-16. 
2Ibid., p. 8. 
3Ibid. 
4 Earley, op. cit., pp. 10-40. 
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importance of vocabulary. His philosophy :was that "vocabulary 
1 
must be taught." Although he did not give any detailed ideas 
on ho:w it should be introduced into the classroom, he discusses 
many studies :which dealt :with the development of :word lists for 
the classroom. 
He then advanced beyond Cunningham's thesis into the 
evaluation of the vocabulary taught. His theory :was that after 
the teaching of certain :words, testing is essential for achieving 
pupils' gro:wth, as :well as for establishing the reliability of 
the :words. He constructed a vocabulary test :which allo:wed the 
student to associate specific :words :with each other. The cate-
gories in :which the :words :were placed :were very general; for 
example, Inventions, Manufactured Goods. Earley's thesis ern-
phasized the necessity of evaluation, for the purpose of 
diagnosing :weaknesses, as :well as testing knowledge recently 
taught. This, then, gave the present author the impetus to look 
further into the testing of vocabulary and its importance in the 
classroom. 
La:wson reasoned that there is a direct relationship be-
2 
t:ween vocabulary and success in school. He felt that :without a 
good, solid vocabulary, a child cannot succeed in the school at-
rnosphere. Although his specialty is Arithmetic, he generalized 
1
rbid , p. 4. 
2 . 
La:wson, op. cit~, pp. 1-34. 
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to other fields of the curriculum. He emphasized the importance 
of vocabulary in Arithmetic, as well as in Language Arts, Read-
ing, and Social Studies. Lawson felt that too much attention 
was spent with the definition of words and not with the under-
standing of the concepts behind these words. This is one of 
the biggest reasons that middle grade pupils fail to understand 
the new words in content areas because of lack of experience in 
school. 
Lawson then emphasized that no tests in the field of 
Arithmetic were satisfactory in measuring arithmetic concepts 
which a child has mastered. This was his purpose in developing 
a vocabulary test. He also stressed an idea which became one 
of this author's objectives: "Often we think of vocabulary as 
being connected with a pupil's reading and perhaps that is why 
more research is available in these fields of vocabulary than in 
other subject matter areas." 1 This idea led the present author 
to think about how a vocabulary test which did not depend on 
reading could be developed. It was felt that such a listening 
vocabulary test could diagnose the vocabulary of non-readers more 
reliably than present tests. 
At this point, an examination was made of Sullivan's 
study to determine if a vocabulary test for the elementary level 
could be constructed on the same pattern. Although Sullivan's 
1
rbid., p. 10. 
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purpose was to predict teacher success, her philosophy was 
more general. She stressed the importance of vocabulary, and 
emphasized that previous research showed vocabulary tests were 
largely based on general reading, and included few technical 
terms or items from the Arts and Sciences. 1 
Her purpose was to measure vocabulary in a few special-
ized fields. After examining textbooks, technical lists, 
2 · 
Roget's Thesaurus, and interviewing teachers in various subject 
areas, she developed a test which included five subtests: 
Recreation, Humanities, Aesthetics, Trades, Science, and 
Practical Arts. Each subtest included some broad key words, 
which were to be matched with a list of more specific words in 
a column. No definitions were desired--only associations were 
. d 3 requ~re . 
This author found that no tests on the intermediate level 
tested terms from the Arts, Sciences, or Recreation. On this 
basis, the author constructed the present test. It was built 
around the Sullivan thesis, for the same pattern was used. The 
subtests were changed to relate more with intermediate grade 
interests and experiences. Instead of depending largely upon 
reading, the author made this test a listening one so that a 
1
sullivan, ~cit., pp. l-71. 
2Peter M. Roget, Roget's International Thesaurus (3rd 
ed. revised; New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1960). 
3sullivan, op. cit. 
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more valid vocabulary measure could be ascertained. 
Word Sources 
Words were derived from many sources. Seven Basal 
Readers from each of the intermediate grades--four, five, and 
six--were skimmed for vocabulary words. The word lists in the 
back of each text were also used. Words were included if they 
were found in more than one source, and were excluded if lo-
cated in only one book. The books used were published in the 
last ten years. The publishers were: 
American Book Company 
Follett Publishing Company 
Harper Row Publishing Company 
Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company 
Row-Peterson Publishing Company 
Scott Foresman Publishing Company 
Silver Burdett Publishing Company 
Novels were perused for vocabulary words. Newbery and 
Caldecott Award books were the prime sources, but other novels 
were reviewed. Four Arithmetic sources and one Science book 
were examined. Three Social Studies texts, one Poetry book, one 
Physical Education book, and two encyclopedias were studied for 
words. Current newspapers, as well as papers from the Audubon 
Society, were examined for the Science section. 
In addition, fourteen wordlists from unpublished theses 
at Boston University were helpful. Curriculum guides from the 
Public Schools of Melrose, Massachusetts were also used. 
The words were categorized according to the following 
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headings: 
Aesthetics: Music, Poetry, Art, Drama 
Humanities: History, Geography, Arithmetic, Literature, 
Language 
Science: Plants, Minerals, Space and Solar System, 
Mammals, Fish, Insects, Reptiles, Birds, 
Weather 
Recreation: Fishing and Boating, Golfing, Football, 
Baseball, Basketball, Soccer, Volleyball, 
Dance, Track 
Each word was then numbered. Words were chosen according 
. 1 
to random sampling methods. 
Pilot Study 
A pilot test was administered to one fifth grade class of 
32 in the Ripley School of Melrose, Massachusetts. At this 
point, there were 80 words in each subsection, or 320 words in 
all. It was fauna that the test was too long and complex. An 
item analysis was completed on each word, and each item was ac-
cepted or rejected at the .03 level of significance. 2 
The result was 30 words in each subsection, or 120 words 
for the final study. Two hundred items were rejected. 
Plan of Study 
The test was administered to three fifth grade classes. 
1Edwards, op. cit., p. 486. 
2Helen M. Walker and Sidney Cohen, Probability Tables 
for Item Analysis by Means of Sequential Sampling (Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1949), 
pp. 1-11. 
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There were 79 children in all. The data on the pilot study were 
incorporated with these results. 
The test was explained in detail to the three teachers 
involved. The exact words to be used were included on the ad-
ministration sheet. The teachers were instructed to reread 
portions of the administration sheet in order to answer any 
questions. This was done to eliminate misunderstandings and to 
standardize the test administration. 
To simplify the correction procedure, an answer sheet 
was constructed. This is included in the Appendix. The test 
took about one hour to administer. 
A measure of internal consistency was done by completing 
an item analysis1 on the final test results. The Science and 
Recreation sections showed the highest reliability, each having 
three words rejected. This brought the Science section to 27 
items. The Recreation section was left with 36 items because 
of one typographical error. The Humanities section had four 
words rejected, leaving 26 items for the final edition. The 
Aesthetics section ,with the lowest reliability, had 13 words re-
jected, bringing the final edition to 17 items. In the total 
test, 24 items were eliminated, with 96 items remaining . 
The first item analysis, completed on the pilot study, 
rejected 200 items, with the Aesthetics section losing two times 
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more than Science and Humanities, one fourth more than the 
Recreation sections. On the second item analysis, completed 
on the final test, the Aesthetics section again lost two times 
as many items. 
The item analyses indicated that the population 
clustered closely together on all the tests, except for 
Aesthetics. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In this study, the author secured specific data on 
each individual tested. Intelligence scores from an Otis, 
achievement scores from the fou~th grade Iowa Test of Basic 
Skills, teacher grades on Language and Reading were correlated 
with the results on the vocabulary test. 
After the vocabulary results were computed, the various 
subtests were first compared with each other. Then the total 
vocabulary test scores were compared with each of the subtests. 
Finally, the scores on the subtests, and the total scores, were 
correlated with intelligence (Otis), achievement (Iowa), and 
teacher-rated Reading and Language grades. 
Data were also derived on the population through means 
and standard deviations. 
The following tables in this chapter are concerned with 
the analysis of these correlations. 
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No. 
79 
79 
79 
79 
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TABLE 1 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION IN TERMS 
OF GENERAL SCHOLASTIC ABILITY 
Test Mean 
I.Q. (Otis) 11 0 .5 
Iowa Basic Skills (64-65) 4.96 
Reading--Teacher Rating 2.2(C) 
Language--Teacher Rating 2.3(C) 
S.D. 
10.67 
.79 
.90 
.90 
On the normal curve, two thirds of the cases obtained 
99.83 to 121.17 on the Otis; 4 .17 to 5.75 on the Iowa; 1.30(D) 
to 3.10(B) on the Reading Score; 1.40(D) to 3.20(B) on the 
Language Score. The Otis showed the largest Standard Deviation, 
and had the widest spread of any of the tests . 
In general, this is a slightly better than average 
population in terms of mentality and they are performing at an 
average level in terms of teacher rating with somewhat higher 
than average performance on the Iowa. 
Total 
Possible 
Score 
No. 
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TABLE 2 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION IN TERMS 
OF PERFORMANCE ON VOCABULARY TEST 
Aesthetics Humanities Reqreation Science 
30 30 29 30 
Aesthetics Humanities Recreation Science 
Total 
119 
Total 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D . Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
79 14.5 3.2 14.9 4.7 16.8 5.3 12.5 5 .0 58 .1 13.1 
Of the four subtests, the science section showed the 
widest ran.ge . of scores; two thirds achieved scores of 7. 0 to 17.5. 
The Recreation was seond; two-thirds achieved 11.5 to 22.1. Third 
was the Humanities section; two thirds achieved 10.2 to 19.6. 
Fourth was the Aesthetics section; two thirds achieved 11.3 to 17.7. 
This test shovJed the largest standard deviation which indicates a 
wider spread of scores overall. 
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TABLE 3 
CORRELATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
WITH AESTHETICS SECTION 
Test · Correlation Significance 
Humanities .33 .01 level 
Recreation .37 .01 level 
Science .49 .01 level 
At the .01 level of significance, the Science section 
showed the highest correlation with the Ae sthetics section 
(.49). The Recreation showed a smaller, yet very significant 
correlation with the Aesthetics section {.37), the Humanities 
had the low~st , yet significant, correlation (.33). 
TABLE 4 
CORRELATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
WITH HUMANITIES SECTION 
Test Correlation 
Recreat ion .10 
Science .32 
Aesthetics .33 
Significance 
Not Significant 
.01 
.01 
At the .01 level of significance, the Aesthetics showed 
the largest correlation with the Humanities section (.33). The 
Science showed a smaller, yet significant correlation (.32). 
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The Recreation section showed no significant correlation with 
the Humanities section (.10). 
These correlations indicate a low positive relationship 
with Humanities . 
TABLE 5 
CORRELATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
WITH RECREATION SECTION 
Test Correlation 
Science .27 
Aesthetics .37 
Significance 
.05 
.01 
Humanities .10 Not significant 
At the .01 level of significance, the Aesthetics section 
showed the most significant correlation with the Recreation 
section (.01). The Science section was significant at the .05 
level (.27)~ The Humanities section showed no significant 
correlation with the Recreation section. 
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TABLE 6 
CORRELATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
WITH SCIENCE SECTION 
Test Correlation Significance 
Aesthetics .49 .01 
Humanities .32 .01 
Recreation .27 .05 
At the .01 level of significance, theAesthetics section 
showed the most significant correlation with the Science section 
(.49). The Humanities showed a high correlation also {.32). 
At the .05 level of significance, the Recreation section corre-
lated significantly with the Science section {.27). 
Test 
Aesthetics 
Humanities 
Recreation 
Science 
TABLE 7 
CORRELATION OF VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
WITH THE TOTAL SCORE ON VOCABULARY TEST 
Correlation 
.72 
.61 
.63 
.76 
Significance 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 
At the .01 level of significance, the Science section 
showed the most significant correlation with the total score 
(.76). Secondly was the Aesthetics section, with a .72 corre-
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lation. Third was the Recreation section , with a .63 corre-
lation , and fourth was the Humanities section, with a .61 
correlation . 
No . 
79 
79 
79 
79 
TABLE 8 
CORRELATION OF TOTAL TEST SCORE 
WITH GENERAL SCHOOL ABILITY 
Factor Correlation 
I.Q. .48 
Iowa .49 
Reading .38 
Language . 42 
Significance 
.01 
.01 
.01 
. 01 
At the . 01 level of significance, the Iowa Basic Skills 
showed the most significant correlation with the total test 
score. Second was the Intelligence Test (Otis) at . 48 corre-
lation. Third was the Language at a .42 correlation, and fourth 
was the Reading, with a .38 correlation . 
No . 
79 
79 
79 
79 
TABLE 9 
CORRELATION BETWEEN INTELLI GENCE QUOTIENT 
AND VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
Test Correlation Significance 
Aesthetics .43 . 01 
Humanities .27 .01 
Recreation . 24 • 05 
Science . 40 .01 
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At a .01 level of significance, the Aesthetics section 
showed the most significant correlation with the Intelligence 
Test (.43). Second was the Science section with a .40 corre-
lation. Third was the Humanities section, with a .27 corre-
lation. The Recreation section correlated significantly at the 
.05 level (.24). 
The subsections show a low, positive relationship with 
Intelligence. 
No. 
79 
79 
79 
79 
TABLE 10. 
CORRELATION BETWEEN IOWA BASIC SKILLS 
AND VARIOUS PARTS OF THE TEST 
Test Correlation 
Aesthetics .41 
Humanities .35 
Recreation .23 
Science .36 
Significance 
.01 
.01 
.05 
.01 
At the .01 level of significance, the Aesthetics 
section showed the most significant correlation (.41), with 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. Second was the Science section 
at .36 correlation. Third was the Humanities section at .35 
correlation. The Recreation section showed a .23 correlation 
at the .05 level of significance. 
No. 
79 
79 
79 
79 
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TABLE 11 
CORRELATION BETWEEN TEACHER-RATED READING SCORES 
WITH PARTS OF THE TEST 
·-
Test Correlation Significance 
Aesthetics .37 .01 
Humanities .25 .05 
Recreation .13 No significance 
Science .26 .05 
At the .01 level of significance, the Aesthetics section 
showed the most significant correlation with Teacher-Rated 
Reading Scores (.37). At the .05 level of significance, the 
Science section showed a correlation of .26, and the Humanities 
section a correlation of .25. The Recreation section showed no 
significant correlation with the Reading scores. 
TABLE 12 
CORRELATION BETWEEN TEACHER-RATED LANGUAGE SCORES 
AND PARTS OF THE TEST 
No. Test Correlation Significance 
79 Aesthetics .22 .05 
79 Humanities .39 .01 
79 Recreation .14 No Significance 
79 Science .34 .01 
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At the .01 level of significance, the Humanities section 
showed the highest level of significance with the Teacher-Rated 
Language Score (.39). Second was the Science section at a .35 
correlation. At a .05 level of significance, the Aesthetics 
section showed a correlation of .22. There was no significant 
correlation between the Recreation section and the Language 
scores. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
It was the purpose of this study to accomplish three 
things, namely: (1) to construct a measure of the vocabularies 
of intermediate grade children; _(2) to test in a relatively 
short time many more words than other tests of vocabulary have 
done; and (3) to predict success in school. 
Literature and researchwere done in the field of vo-
cabulary, and testing, as well as its importance, in the class-
room. The format of the test is a replica of Sullivan's vo-
cabulary test, designed to appraise the qualifications of pro-
. h 1 spect~ve teac ers. 
The vocabulary for the present study was derived from 
many theses, basal readers, and encyclopedias. The words were 
numbered and chosen according to random sampling methods. A 
pilot test of 310 items was administered to orie fifth grade 
class of 32 pupils in Melrose, Massachusetts. An item analysis 
was completed on the results, with words accepted or rejected 
1sullivan, op. cit. 
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at the .03 level of significance. Two hundred items were re-
jected, leaving 120 words for the final study. 
The final form was administered to 79 examinees in the 
fi f th grades of Melrose, Massachusetts. Correlations were 
computed between subsections and the total test, the vocabulary 
test and intelligence, the vocabulary test and achievement on 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, and teacher-rated grades on read-
ing and language were computed. Also, means and standard devi-
ations were 'done. 
Conclusions 
1. In general, the population is slightly better than 
average, in terms of mentality, with the mean In-
telligence Quotient 110.5. 
2. The mean total score for the vocabulary test was 58.1, 
less than half of the total possible score of 120. 
3. Correlations among subtests. 
a. The correlation between Aesthetics and Humanities 
was .33; between Aesthetics and Recreation, .37; 
Aesthetics and Science, .49; Humanities and 
Recreation, .10; Humanities and Science, .32; 
Recreation and Science, .27. 
b. The highest correlation is between Science and 
Aesthetics. This correlation .49 between these 
two factors does show a medium relationship between 
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the two areas. All other correlations were low, 
showing that there was very little overlap between 
the sections. 
4. Correlations between the subsections and Intelligence 
Quotient. 
a. The correlation between Aesthetics and Intelligence 
was .43; between Humanities and Intelligence, .27: 
between Recreation and Intelligence, .24; between 
Science and Intelligence, .40. 
b. The highest correlation in this cluster occurs be-
tween the Aesthetics and Intelligence scores. It 
is too low to be of predictive value. 
5. Correlations between the subtests and achievement on 
the Iowa Basic Skills. 
a. The correlation between Aesthetics and Iowa was .41 ; 
between Humanities and Iowa, .35; between Recreation 
and Iowa, .23; between Science and Iowa, .36. 
b. Again, the highest correlation occurs between 
Aesthetics and the . Iowa Achievement Test score. 
6. Correlations between subtests and Teachers' Reading 
Grades. 
a. The correlation between Aesthetics and Reading was 
.37 ; between Humanities and Reading, .25 ; Recreation 
and Reading, .13 ; Science and Reading, .26. 
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b. The highest correlation is again between 
Aesthetics and Reading. This evidence shows 
that there is very little relationship between 
these factors. 
7. Correlations between subtests and Teachers' Language 
Grades. 
a. The correlation between Aesthetics and Language was 
.21; Humanities and Language, .39; Recreation and 
Language, .14; Science and Language, .34. 
b. In this instance, the Humanities section shows the 
highest correlation with Language scores, although 
all the correlations listed above show a very 
slight relationship. 
8. Relationship of Total Test score to Intelligence 
Quotient. 
a. The relationship of the Total Test score to the 
Intelligence Quotient was .48. 
b. This shows only a very medium relationship of 
little value for predictive purposes. 
9. Relationship of Total Test score to achievement scores 
on the Iowa Basic Skills. 
a. The relationship of the Total Test score to the 
achievement test was .49. 
b. This shows a medium relationship which has little 
predictive value. 
\ 
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10. Relationship of Total Test score to Teachers' 
Reading Grades. 
a. The relationship of the Total Test score to the 
Beading grades was .38. 
b. This shows a slight relationship, with no pre-
dictive value. 
11. Relationship of Total Test score to Teachers' Language 
Grades. 
a. The relationship of the Total Test score to the 
Language grades was .42. 
b. This shows evidence of a slight relationship with 
little predictive value. 
Limitations 
1. A test-retest measure of reliability should be obtained. 
At present, no true indication of reliability is 
available. 
2. The test should be given to a population of between 
500 and 600 children. The low numbers obtained in 
one community may have some affect on the correlations 
in this study. 
3. The Mathematics terminology is included under the wrong 
category. Changed to the Science section, it might 
mak e some difference in the correlations. 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
1. The test should be administered to a larger popu-
lation in several different communities. 
2. A critical examination of the ~ords ~ithin each 
section should be undertaken. 
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The te sts sl2.8uld be a d::;:'L:u J. s t ered in the fallowing ord er : 
1. Recre a t:J. on, 2. Scienc e," 3 ., .A esthetL:; s:- 4. Humanit i es. .All 
four te s ts should be admin5.st~rc~ nt on e si t ting. However, a five-
minute br e::t k may be talcen be "v v.:aen the B ~:i_enc e and .Aesthetic s Sections . 
.Admi nist ~ ation of t h e test will takG ab0ut one hour, dependi ng on 
the cl ass~ 
Th o following directions should be read exactly as written. 
The y should be r ep eated before ea ch test. 
lo Re ad t h e directions silently, while I re ad them aloud. 
»Read thG following carefully. Bes i de each Key Word there is 
a numbero Rea d down t h e column of words below. Match t h e 
words in the column with the Key Words, by writing the correct 
number in the parentheses." 
2. .Are there any questions? (If yes, the teacher should reread the 
p ertinen t instructions.) 
3. Read the Ke y l·lord s sililntly while I read them aloud • 
4. .Are there an y questions on the me aning of any of the Key Words? 
(T he te a cher s hould answer any quastions. For example, in the 
Humanities s ection, the students may not underst and the difference 
bet-v1een Lit er ature and Language. Literature includes information 
found in boo ks ; Language deals Y.Ti th our speaking voca bulary.) 
5. No--;-1, 1-ve rJill do the exa.111ple. (The teach er should re ad ea ch 
word . .After e s. ch one , she should wait for t h e chi ldren to write 
their ans·wers.) 
6. It is very important t hat everyone in the cla ss s t ay together. 
Wait for me to read ea ch ~:ord .. 
7. I vnll re ad ea ch word aloud. .After ea ch word, write the correct 
an swer in the parentheses. Remember, don't go ahead. 
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Recreation 
Read the f ollowing car etuliy , Bs G,de sac~ =ey Word there is anum-
ber, Re ad down t h e volUZ::>l ,, ; -~~ords belc-[1</" Match t hG words in the 
column with the Key Words, by wr i ting tho corTbct number in the 
parent heses . 
Key words ~ 
l. Fishing and Boating 6. Soccer 
2. Golfing 7. Volleyball 
3. Football 8. Dance 
4. Baseball 9. Track 
5. Basketball 
Example: 
( )relay ( )kneeing ( )bait 
( )heading ( ) scissor 
( )court ( ) outfield 
( )Rosebo wl ( )outfi eld 
)do-si-do ( )innings 
( )hurdl e ( )laps 
( )backboard ( ) schoone·r 
)diamond ( )par 
)serve ( )yard age 
I 
( )lateral ( )stroke 
( )promenade ( )net ball 
( ) server ( )te~~ng 
( ) short stop ( )Rugby 
( )Wilt Chamberlain ( )Oousy 
( )rim ( )stern 
( )high jump )irons 
Read the followtn ~ carefulJ.y . 
be r " Rc a d d c 1m t ~.:. e r ~ o l t·t r.-u ,-. .f 
col~nn with the Ksy Wtrj~ . ~y 
parent h ases . 
Ke~r 1iard s : 
lo Mammals 
2. Birds 
3. Insects 
4. Fish 
5. Reptiles 
Example: 
( ) bacon ( )lizard 
)t ranspiration 
)stinger 
)Urchi ns 
) sp.ines 
)b~lls 
) sla te 
)plumag e 
)farenhei t 
).Armadillo 
( ) talons 
)deciduous 
)docking 
)ascension 
)photo synt hes i s 
)e:;rnphite 
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j ·;· ·~ Sf.J ~. ~"· -· -~ : ;:cJ· ~·l o.:·u there is a num-
;·.: :, f'do be1o·,r, I' ~>1 tch the Hords in the 
;;·..._':::. ~J:l. n g the correct number in the 
6. vleather 
7. Space and Solar System 
8.. Mi ner als 
9. l?l ant s 
( ) eclipse 
) s corpion 
)ca coon 
)st amen 
( )fleece 
( )Rhod od endron 
( )bi s on 
( )precipitati on 
( )beef 
( )Flounder 
( )pumic e 
)angling 
( )or bit al 
( )monsoon 
( )plumes 
( )fungi 
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Aest het ics 
Re ad t he follo 1·Ji ng ca refu:..l y.. I'~ , :- .J e e :::: s h KP.y I.AI'ord there is a num-
ber ,, Road dowa the coh!mn c:f -,i._•rds b elo ·wo 11!.atch t he No rds in t h e 
colmmn with the Key W orG ~ by writing the correct number in the 
parenth eses . 
Key vford s: 
1. Music 3. Eoetry 
2 . Theatre 4. .Art 
Example: 
( )pitch ( )po et ( )pictur~e 
( )reel tat ion ( )Vill age Blacksmith 
( ) embos s ing ( )prism 
) concert ( ) jester 
( )Longfellow ( )ma rionette 
( )sonn et ( )notes: 
( )Franz Schubert ( )overture 
( )portr a it ( )mo saic 
)p antomine ( )ori gami 
) allit er a tion ( )Fica s s o 
)Nut crac l-cer Suite ( ) stage 
)i ambic ( )t ri o 
)d a ct ylic ( ) skit 
di alo gue ( )prolo gue 
( ) )minuet 
( )comedy ( )mura l 
) engr a ving 
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Hum an itieo 
Read t he fo llowing C8reful::..}o L\1'H '--0 t. a ch ~ey 1?~rd there is anum-
ber. Re a d do1·m tha r;olL~tn' . " ·': ',; , .. :J: ds belovl. Ma ·~ch the words in thA 
co l umn 'flith the Key ~'lords~ lJy writing the correct number in the 
parentheses . 
Key 1rio r d s : 
1. History 
2. Geo gr aphy 
3. .Arithmetic 
Example : 
( ) singul ar 
( )bay 
( ):perimeter 
( )cape 
( )minutemen 
)interrogative 
)denominator 
) colon 
)quot ation marks 
) da sh 
( )tropics 
( )bl ocka de 
)Burgess 
)Reich 
)fiction 
)overseer 
( ) glades 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
4. Literatur e 
5. Language 
( ):Pl ymo uth Co lony 
)pi ct ograph 
)re ct a ngul ar 
) conveyor 
) s~nonym 
)quarry 
) comma 
) episode 
)peninsula 
)allegory 
)pe ck 
)myth 
)verb 
) canal 
) crusade 
)pl ateau 
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Recre ation 
Read the fo l J_u-v,ri:1 g nR .l.~ e fuJly ., Bss4 ne ear:h. I~ e:r ~{ord -'uh ere is a num-
ber.., Re a d do ~om t L~s ::•) l U::: ;:. ;· f •; c; .:~c.i:J LGl.c '·vc Jvl:1 l~rJh th <3 ~,;ords in the 
colurun ~lth t~ e Kay Wor dsJ by Wlltlng the corr~ct number 1n the 
:par ent hc:ses . 
Kay wo .rd s ~ 
1 .. Fishing and Boating 6 .. Soccer 
2 .. Golfing 7 .. Volleyball 
3. Football 8. Dance 
4o Baseball 9. Tra ck 
5. Basketball 
Example: 
( )r el ay ( )kn eeing ( ) bait 
( )heacHng 9 )scissor 
( ) court 4 ( )out f i eld 
( )Ro sebovil ( )outfield 
)do-si - do 4 ( )innings 
( )hurd le 9 ( )laps 
( )backbo a rd l ( )schooner 
)diamond 2 ( )par 
) serve 3 ( )yardage 
)lateral 2 ( ) s troke 
( )promenade 7 ( )n et ball 
( ) server 2 ( )teeing 
( ) shortstop 6 )Rugby 
I ( ) vli l t Chamberl a in 5 ( )Cousy 
( )rim l ( ) stern 
( )high jump 2 ( )irons 
Re a d the f ol l owin g carefully 
ber ~ Roa d dawn t he ~o lu~~ : .f 
colunn with the Ksy WbrJd ~ J; 
parentn ases., 
Key 1'i·J rd s : 
1, Mammals 
2e Birds 
3.. Ins ects 
4. Fish 
5. Reptiles 
Exampl e: 
( ) ba con 
} ( )transpiration 
( )stinger 
( )Urchins 
1 )spin e s 
)bi lls 
) s l a te 
2 )plumag e 
) ( )farenheit 
L ( ).Armadillo 
~ ( )t alons 
3 ( )deciduous 
7 ( )docking 
) ( ) asc en s ian 
~ ( ) T'· l1 o t o s yn t ~1 e s i s 
3 ( )graphite 
( )lizard 
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]· ;-· ·· ·(AG r.,-:: r . 1 -~ ! :: f'/ 'd o=·d there is a num-
-: ; ~. _r·ds beTc -;v ,- ~~ :c 1 tch t he Hords in the 
l~iting the correct number in the 
5 
3 
9 
l 
9 
l 
6 
l 
4 
8 
4 
7 
6 
2 
9 
6.. Weather 
7. Sp a ce and Solar System 
8., Minerals 
9. l?l ants 
( ) eclipse 
) scorpion 
)ca coon 
)st amen 
( )fleece 
( )Rhododendron 
( ) bison 
( )precipit a tion 
)beef 
)Flounder 
)pumice 
( )angling 
( )orbit al 
)monsoon 
)plumes 
)fun gi 
1 
2 
3 
l 
3 
3 
2 
2 
4 
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.Aesthetics 
Re a d the follo wing carefu::..l y" fc; ;:' .Je e s sh Key 11'lord there is a num-
ber,, Road dowa the column o:f -~i· J.r.ds be lo·wo M:atch the Hords in the 
colmmn with the Key W ord ~ by writing the correct number in the 
:p arentheses . 
Key 1rford s: 
1. Music 3. Foe·t ry 
2. Theatre 4. .Art 
Exa mple : 
( ):pitch )poet ( ):picturir-e 
)recitation 3 ( )Village Bla cksmith 
)embos sing 4 ( )pri sm 
)concert 2 ( ) jester 
( )Longfellow 2 ( )marionette 
( )sonne t 1 ( )n ote s: 
( )Franz Schubert l ( )o verture 
( )portra it 4 ( )roo sai c 
):p antomine 4 ( )ori gami 
) alli tera tion 4 ( )Fi cas so 
)Nut cracker Suite 2 ( ) stage 
)i ambic 1 ( )trio 
( )d actylic 2 ( ) skit 
di alogue 2 ( ):prologue ( ) 
1 ( )minuet 
( ) comedy 
4 ( )mural 
( ) c;ngraving 
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Humanities 
Re a d the follov'li ng c2. refully ~ Eo s]J 01 ea ch ~ey V.o.rd there i s a num-
ber . Read do>-m t h 8 col urm :c .< V1-..:rds below. Ma ·~ch the words in th8 
co l umn ·Hi th the Key 1rfords~ 1Jy writing the correct number in t he 
p a rent h eses . 
Key 11o r d s : 
1. History 4 . Literat ure 
2 . Geography 5. Languag e 
3. .Arithmeti c 
Example : 
( ) singular ( )gl ades ( )l?l ymo 1,1t h Colony 
)bay 3 )pi ct ogr aph 
)perimeter 3 )re ct a ngul ar 
) cape 2 ) conveyor 
( )minutemen 5 ) s~nonym 
) interro ga~cive 2 )quar ry 
) denomin ator 5 ( )comma 
)colon 4 ( ) episode 
)quot a tion marks 2 ( )peninsula 
( ) da sh 4 ) all egory 
' ( )tropics 3 )p eclc 
)bl ocka de 4 )myth 
( )Burgess 5 ) verb 
)Reich 2 ) canal 
)fi ction 1 )crusade 
( )overs ee r 2 )plateau 
